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Multiscale Heterogeneous Polymer Composites for High
Stiffness 4D Printed Electrically Controllable Multifunctional
Structures

Javier M. Morales Ferrer, Ramón E. Sánchez Cruz, Sophie Caplan, Wim M. van Rees,
and J. William Boley*

4D printing is an emerging field where 3D printing techniques are used to
pattern stimuli-responsive materials to create morphing structures, with time
serving as the fourth dimension. However, current materials utilized for 4D
printing are typically soft, exhibiting an elastic modulus (E) range of 10−4 to
10 MPa during shape change. This restricts the scalability, actuation stress,
and load-bearing capabilities of the resulting structures. To overcome these
limitations, multiscale heterogeneous polymer composites are introduced as
a novel category of stiff, thermally responsive 4D printed materials. These
inks exhibit an E that is four orders of magnitude greater than that of existing
4D printed materials and offer tunable electrical conductivities for
simultaneous Joule heating actuation and self-sensing capabilities. Utilizing
electrically controllable bilayers as building blocks, a flat geometry that
morphs into a 3D self-standing lifting robot is designed and printed, setting
new records for weight-normalized load lifted and actuation stress when
compared to other 3D printed actuators. Furthermore, this ink palette is
employed to create and print planar lattice structures that transform into
various self-supporting complex 3D shapes. The contributions are integrated
into a 4D printed electrically controlled multigait crawling robotic lattice
structure that can carry 144 times its own weight.

1. Introduction

Responsive materials have emerged as a focal point for re-
searchers over the past decade, driven by their versatile
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applications within smart material sys-
tems. These systems are defined as smart
due to their ability to change shape in
response to stimuli such as change in
temperature, electric, or magnetic field.[1]

Notably, they exhibit potential across a
spectrum of applications such as energy-
harvesting systems,[2] smart actuators,[3]

smart textiles,[4] and even in the develop-
ment of robotic exoskeletons.[1,2] Among
the commonly employed responsive sys-
tems are piezoelectrics, magnetostrictive
materials, pneumatic systems, dielectric
elastomers, and shape memory alloys
(SMAs).[1] SMAs, in particular, stand out
as preferred materials for responsive ap-
plications, primarily due to their ability to
achieve localized actuation through Joule
heating and their inherently high actua-
tion stress.[1,5] Nevertheless, it is crucial
to underscore that one of the paramount
challenges associated with SMAs is lim-
ited complexity.[5] Recent strides in SMA
technology have harnessed 3D printing
techniques to confront this challenge.[6,7]

Despite these advancements, 3D printable
SMAs still have practical limitations due to the insufficient shape-
memory effect.[5–7] Moreover, whether employing conventional
manufacturing methods or adopting 3D printable approaches,
SMAs consistently exhibit low repeatability, low reversibility, and
necessitate additional pre-programming steps before or after
they are manufactured.[5,8] This process involves configuring the
SMAs into the target shape, heating it above the martensite phase
(≈500 °C), and subsequently cooling it down to the austenite
phase (around 25 °C).[5–7] In light of these challenges, there is an
increasing demand for materials that are not only responsive but
also possess enhanced reversibility that seamlessly align with fab-
rication approaches to enable complex shape change. This grow-
ing need has ignited extensive research into a spectrum of mate-
rials and innovative fabrication approaches, demonstrating con-
siderable potential for effectively addressing these limitations.

A particularly promising avenue lies in the innovative realm of
4D printing, a rapidly emerging field where 3D printed stimuli-
responsive materials produce morphing and multifunctional
structures, incorporating time as the fourth dimension.[9–12] This
approach enables the 3D printing of pre-programmed responsive
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sheets, which transition into complex surfaces upon expo-
sure to external stimuli, resulting in a substantial reduction
in material consumption and printing time (70–90%).[9–11] Un-
like SMAs, the programming of these responsive structures is
achieved through the strategic arrangement of multiple materi-
als in three-dimensional space, employing the printing process
to invoke reversible shape change (e.g., aligning magnetic,[13]

anisotropic fillers,[10,12,14,15] and polymer chains[16]). These mor-
phing structured systems have potential for myriad applications,
from deployable systems[12,17,18] and dynamic optics,[19,20] to soft
robotics[21,22] and frequency-shifting antennae.[12,23] The current
materials palette for 4D printing is comprised solely of soft poly-
mer composites (elastic modulus range 10−4–10 MPa), such as
hydrogels,[9,10,24] shape memory polymers (SMPs),[16,25–27] liquid
crystal elastomers (LCEs),[15,22,28–30] and poly(dimethylsiloxane)
(PDMS).[12,13,31] Hydrogels can be tailored for printable appli-
cations, where the printed structures demonstrate reversible
swelling upon immersion in water.[9,10,24] However, these mate-
rials are restricted to moist environments, and their elastic mod-
ulus (E) (0.02–1.3 MPa) is the lowest of any 4D printing materi-
als. On the other hand, shape memory polymers (SMPs) are ther-
moplastic materials that can be programmed to change shape in
response to temperature by heating the material above its glass
transition temperature (Tg), stretching it, and cooling it below
Tg.[16,25–27] SMPs demonstrate a higher E in their crystalline state,
extending from 10 to 3000 MPa. However, it is important to note
that the mechanism of this glass transition-based response is
irreversible, necessitating pre-strain for the desired transforma-
tion. Moreover, during the glass transition, there is a significant
drop in E (ranging from 0.1 to 10 MPa),[25–27] which places them
within a similar range as hydrogels. Liquid crystal elastomers
(LCEs) have been used in 4D printing as well.[15,22,28–30] These
materials exhibit a higher E compared to hydrogels, and their
functionality is not confined to moist environments. Importantly,
LCEs possess the capacity for reversible actuation, attributed to
the reversible phase change of aligned mesogens.[15] However,
their E is on par with SMPs in their rubbery state (ranging from
1.2 to 12 MPa), thereby sharing similar limitations regarding low
E.[15,22,28–30] Moreover, PDMS composites have recently joined the
array of 4D printing materials. Previous studies have demon-
strated the versatility of these materials, revealing their capability
to be blended with various fillers to create responsive inks suit-
able for 3D printable technologies. These inks can be tailored to
respond to external stimuli such as magnetic fields,[13] solvent
swelling,[12,32] or temperature variations.[12] It is noteworthy that
akin to previous materials, these composites also share a charac-
teristic low modulus (ranging from 0.01 to 1.2 MPa), presenting
analogous limitations to hydrogels, SMPs, and LCEs. A compar-
ison of E for these materials is detailed in Table S1 (Support-
ing Information). It is evident that all these materials share a
common limitation of low E while undergoing actuation. This
limitation inherently restricts actuation stress, load-bearing ca-
pabilities, and the structural integrity of printed objects to sup-
port their own weight when increasing the overall dimensions
of the printed parts (see Spherical cap scaling analysis, Methods
Section, Supporting Information). Therefore, an existing chal-
lenge for 4D printing is to develop materials that can maintain
the large, reversible, and predictable morphing actuation mech-

anism for complex shape transformation, while significantly ad-
vancing the E for high performance applications.[24]

In addition to these challenges related to low E, many existing
approaches rely on passive structures that necessitate the con-
trol of global conditions of the surrounding environment (e.g.,
water or solvent baths, ovens, or external magnets) to provide
the stimulus for actuation,[12,13,15,26,29,33] thus limiting their range
of applications. Recently, researchers have tackled this challenge
by integrating electrically conductive materials to create respon-
sive and electrically controllable composites, which enables the
introduction of local and addressable stimuli through electri-
cal signals.[22,21] However, it is important to note that the in-
tegration of additional materials solely for the purpose of in-
ducing actuation (e.g., Joule heating) can hinder the actuation
responsiveness[15,22,29,34,35] (see Performance of prior work elec-
trically controllable responsive composite, Methods Section, Sup-
porting Information). This is because these additional materi-
als do not contribute to the actuation mechanism; instead, they
inadvertently introduce extra weight or mechanical constraints
that work against the intended actuation. Most recently, success-
ful attempts have been made to integrate conductive materials
into responsive composites (e.g., piezoelectrics) while preserv-
ing both responsiveness and load-bearing capacity, but require
high-temperature sintering of piezoelectric materials, exceeding
1000 °C.[21]

To overcome the presented limitations on the E and local-
ized and addressable actuation, we introduce multiscale hetero-
geneous polymer composites as a novel category of stiff, electri-
cally controllable 4D printed materials (Figure 1a). We call these
composites heterogeneous because they contain a plurality of in-
gredients, including a polymer matrix with an adjustable cross-
link density, and a variety isotropic and anisotropic nanoscale
and microscale fillers to achieve targeted resulting properties
(Figure 1b). Leveraging this platform, we generate a set of 37
inks covering a broad range of negative and positive linear coeffi-
cients of thermal expansion (−19.1 ± 0.3 – 128.8 ± 1.2 ppm °C−1)
(Figure 1c). This set of inks exhibits an E range that is four orders
of magnitude greater than that of existing 4D printed materials
(0.34± 0.1 – 38.6± 1.4 GPa) (Figure 1c) and offers tunable electri-
cal conductivities (0.7± 0.1 – 3.5× 103 ± 9.9 S m−1) (Figure 1d) for
simultaneous Joule heating actuation and self-sensing capabili-
ties, all while maintaining comparable thermal responsiveness
to the state of the art[12] (Figure 1c). Utilizing electrically control-
lable bilayers as building blocks, we design and print a flat ge-
ometry that changes shape into a 3D self-standing lifting robot,
setting new records for lifting capabilities (≈888 times its own
weight) and actuation stress (≈6 MPa) when compared to other
3D printed actuators. We integrate this lifting robot with a closed-
loop control system, achieving autoregulated actuation exhibiting
a 4.8% overshoot and 0.8% undershoot, while effectively rejecting
disturbances of up to 170 times the robot’s weight, thereby estab-
lishing a new record in performance. Furthermore, we employ
our ink palette to create, and 3D print planar lattice structures
that transform into various self-supporting complex 3D surfaces.
Ultimately, we employ our new ink palette to achieve a 4D printed
electrically controlled multigait crawling robotic lattice structure
equipped with electroadhesive feet, highlighting its capacity to
transport loads up to 144 times its own weight.
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Figure 1. Printable heterogeneous epoxy composite inks with tailored coefficient of thermal expansion (𝛼) elastic modulus (E), electrical conductivity (𝜎),
and specific volume (𝜈). a) Schematic of 4D printed filament. b) SEM of 3D printed CF composite ink showing alignment of CFs (top-left). Representative
notional schematic of all ingredients employed in the development of these heterogeneous polymer composites (top-right). Legend of ingredients
(bottom) c) Range of achievable 𝛼 and E for these composites. d) Range of achievable 𝜎 and 𝜈 for these composites. Data extracted from material
characterization developed in this work (see Table S3, Supporting Information).

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Summary of Materials Approach

Our ink design starts with a cycloaliphatic epoxy resin, a
thermoset that exhibits a large range of operating temper-
ature (−62–288 °C), high elastic modulus (≈5 GPa), pos-
itive 𝛼 (≈40 ppm °C−1), and low electrical conductivity
(<10−12 S m−1).[36] This epoxy system was chosen since it can be
polymerized at high temperatures (up to 250 °C), allowing us to
use ambient cooling to achieve 3D morphing from flat printed
structures. Figure 2a lists all the tunable material parameters
used to synthesize these inks. To develop inks with tunable stiff-
ness and thermal expansion suitable for direct ink writing (DIW)
(i.e., a shear-yielding stress, shear-thinning response, and plateau
storage modulus) (Figure S1, Supporting Information), we start
by adding different volume fractions (5–15% v/v) of carbon fibers
(CFs), that preferentially align along the print direction due to the
shear induced by the nozzle while printing (Figure 1b and Figure
S2, Supporting Information).[14] Additionally, carbon nanotubes
(CNTs) were added to further improve E, 𝛼, rheological, and elec-
trical properties. To further tune the rheological and electrical
properties of the composite inks, we included carbon black (CB)
ranging from 30–47% v/v. Fumed silica (FS) was added to the for-
mulations that do not included CB or CNTs (9–12% v/v), solely
as a means of tuning the rheological properties to be compatible
with DIW (Figure S1, Supporting Information). Moreover, as ad-
ditional means of tuning E and 𝛼, we vary the cross-linker to base

to weight ratio within the epoxy matrix. Finally, we explored dif-
ferent concentrations of non-ionic surfactant (Triton-x (tr-x)), as
means of increasing the 𝛼 and E. All formulations for this study
can be found in Table S2 (Supporting Information).

2.2. Resulting Effective E, 𝜶, and 𝝈

Figure 2b–d reports the results on the tunable E, 𝛼, and 𝜎 along
the print direction. First, we observe a minimal effect on E, 𝛼, and
𝜎 due to the inclusions of FS on the different cross-linker to base
weight ratio formulations that do not contain CB or CNTs. How-
ever, these FS inclusions impart rheological properties suitable
for DIW (Figure S1, Supporting Information). Furthermore, we
observe an increase on E and 𝛼 as we added concentrations of tr-
x (Figure 2b,c), which has been shown to act as a plasticizer into
an epoxy matrix.[37] Recent work has shown that in concentra-
tions lower than 30% v/v, antiplasticization occurs, resulting in
a slight improvement on E of the polymer,[38] which is attributed
to a suppression of the glassy state mobility. The presence of sur-
factant in the polymer also slightly reduces Tg, leading to a gener-
ation of excess free volume, which in turn increases 𝛼.[39] There
is a significant improvement on the composite elastic modulus
as we increase the content of CFs (Figure 2b) due to the highly
aligned networks of CFs along the print direction (Figures S2 and
S3, Supporting Information).[14,40,41] The Halpin–Tsai microme-
chanical model (Methods Section, Supporting Information) was
used to predict the improvement on E due to the contributions
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Figure 2. Characterization of heterogeneous epoxy composites. a) Legend for different ingredients and process parameters considered in the study
(colon notation represents base to cross-linker ratio by weight). b) Measured E along the print direction of different ink formulations as function of CF
volume fraction with dotted lines corresponding to the results from the micromechanical model. c) Measured 𝛼 along the print direction of different ink
formulations as function of CF volume fraction. d) Measured 𝜎 along the print direction of different ink formulations as function of CF volume fraction.
e) Measured 𝜎 along the print direction for different carbon filler combinations as function of CB volume fraction with a fixed base:cross-linker ratio of
1:0.2 by weight. Data shown here is tabulated in Table S3 (Supporting Information). f) SEM images of different carbon filler combinations (top) and
corresponding schematic (bottom) showing the multiscale interactions of the fillers and cross-links. Arrows in SEMs indicate locations of CNTs on the
CF surfaces and CBs in the epoxy matrix.
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of these CFs fillers (dotted lines in Figure 2b),[42,43] where there
is good agreement within the experimental data and the models.
Additionally, we tested the effects of different temperatures on E
for a subset of composites that represent the different formula-
tions (tr-x/FS and CB/C Composite) (Figure S4 and Methods Sec-
tion, Supporting Information). The study shows that there is neg-
ligible effect on E as we increase the temperature up to ≈160 °C
(Figure S4b,c, Supporting Information).

Figure 2c shows the effect of changing the CF content on the
tunable 𝛼 along the print direction (see Figure S5, Supporting In-
formation for transverse properties). A tremendous decrease in
𝛼 is observed as the volume fraction of CFs increase, even reach-
ing low negative values (−19 ± 0.3 ppm °C−1), indicating that the
material shrinks as the temperature increases. The average 𝛼 of
the CFs used in this work is −0.5 ppm °C−1,[44] which is about
40× bigger than the lowest measured 𝛼 of our composites. Prior
work with carbon fillers has shown similar results in which the
measured 𝛼 is orders of magnitudes smaller than the average 𝛼

of the constituent carbon filler,[45] where this effect is attributed
to relative movements between individual fillers due to the inter-
nal compression generated by heating. Another factor contribut-
ing to the discrepancy of the 𝛼 values between constituents and
composite, is the effect of cross-linking densities on the samples.
High cross-linking densities of an epoxy matrix restrict the rela-
tive movement of the fillers, thus increasing the effective 𝛼 of the
sample, while low cross-linking densities of an epoxy matrix al-
low for higher relative movement of the fillers, hence reducing
the effective 𝛼 of the sample.[46]

Adding CNTs does not strongly affect E and 𝛼 (dark outline
data in Figure 2b,c), but we observe a significant increase in 𝜎

as we add constant CNTs inclusions of 2% v/v (Figure 2d). As an
additional means of further tuning 𝜎, we found that reducing the
nozzle size (triangle markers ≈200 μm, circle markers ≈410 μm),
yields an increase in 𝜎 of ≈70% due to the enhanced degree of
alignment of the carbon fibers (Figure S2, Supporting Informa-
tion). Moreover, we observe that the improvement in 𝜎 was more
noticeable as the ratio between base to cross-linker weight ratio
was lower, since the absence of cross-links allows for more con-
ductive pathways to be formed with the carbon fillers.[46] A sum-
mary of the resulting E, 𝛼, ultimate stress (Su), and strain to fail-
ure (ϵu) for longitudinal and transverse print directions is listed
in Table S3 (Supporting Information).

2.3. Multiscale Effect for Tuning 𝝈

Based upon the strong dependence of 𝜎 on the inclusion of differ-
ent carbon fillers, we decided to systematically investigate these
effects. For this study, we fixed the base to cross-linker ratio to
the lowest value (1:0.2) (Figure 2e and Figure S6, Supporting
Information), where the dependence was the highest. We in-
cluded CB as a filler because of its ability to simultaneously tailor
rheology[47,48] and enhance 𝜎.[48–50] First, we consider the effects
of the individual carbon fillers where CF formulations on its own
are not electrically conductive. However, including only CNTs at a
low concentration (2% v/v) results in a significant enhancement
(more than five orders of magnitude) of 𝜎. Combining 2% v/v
CNTs with 15% v/v CF yields an even further improvement (3–4
orders of magnitude compared to CNTs only) on 𝜎. Replacing the

2% v/v CNT formulations with 30% v/v CB yields a similar im-
provement on 𝜎. Furthermore, we combined 30% v/v of CB with
the 15% v/v CFs formulation and the 2% v/v CNTs+ 15% v/v CFs
formulation, respectively, and we found an increase of ≈5× on 𝜎

compared to either the 2% v/v CNTs + 15% v/v CFs or the 30%
v/v CB + 15% v/v CFs formulations. Finally, we evaluate com-
binations of the maximum allowable concentration (47% v/v) of
CB and found that 15% v/v CFs + 47% v/v CB yield a slightly
higher 𝜎 (≈7× compared to 2% v/v CNTs + 15% v/v CFs or 30%
v/v CB + 15% v/v CFs formulations) while not affecting E and
𝛼, nor the printability. On the contrary, a 15% v/v CFs + 2% v/v
CNTs + 47% v/v CB formulation resulted in a non-printable ink,
exhibiting repeated nozzle clogging.

Based on these results, we picture a composite microstructure
where the electrical percolation of CF is blocked by the cross-links
of the epoxy due to the large size of the CFs relative to the spac-
ing between cross-links (Figure 2fi). Loading the composite with
nanoscale carbon fillers, such as CNTs or CB, enables electrical
percolation as these fillers are small enough to form networks
between cross-links. By adding CFs to these nanocomposites and
aligning them by the printing process, we achieve a synergistic ef-
fect where the CNTs and CB provide percolation bridges between
neighboring aligned CFs (Figure 2f-ii,iii, respectively), resulting
in a large multiscale percolation network, and an order of mag-
nitude increase of 𝜎. Including both nanoscale fillers and CFs
can further increase percolation (Figure 2f-iv), which further in-
creases 𝜎 by around a factor of 2. A similar type of increase of 𝜎
can be achieved by adding more of a single nano-filler, as seen in
the 47% v/v CB + 15% v/v CFs formulation. This micro-structure
concept is further supported by prior related work on carbon
composites.[46,51–53] A summary of the resulting 𝜎 for longitudi-
nal and transverse print directions is listed in Table S3 (Support-
ing Information).

2.4. Stiff, Electrically Controllable Self-Sensing Bilayers

To demonstrate the utility of our epoxy composite inks, we
used multi-material 4D printing to first create simple bilayers
(Figure 3), the basic functional unit across all our structures. The
curvature responses of these bilayers can be expressed as,[12,54]

𝛿𝜅 t2 =
(
𝜖2 − 𝜖1

) 6 𝛽𝛾 (1 + 𝛽)
1 + 4𝛽𝛾 + 6𝛽2𝛾 + 4𝛽3 + 𝛽4𝛾2

(1)

where 𝛿𝜅 is the change in curvature after a temperature change
(ΔT), 𝛽 = t1/t2, 𝛾 = E1/E2, ϵi = ϵp,i – ΔT𝛼i , ϵp,i is the perma-
nent strain from the curing process for material i (Figure S7,
Supporting Information), ti is thickness of material i, Ei is the
elastic modulus of material i, 𝛼i is the reversible CTE for ma-
terial i, and subscripts 1 and 2 denote low and high CTE ma-
terials, respectively. Validation of Equation (1) (Figure S8, Sup-
porting Information) is shown by printing high fidelity bilay-
ers (Figure S9, Supporting Information) with different ink com-
binations with respect to 𝛽 and comparing the measured cur-
vature after an imposed temperature change to the prediction.
Using Equation (1), we choose a pair of inks to print a bilayer
composed of one high 𝛼 ink that is not electrically conductive
(1:1:8 + B), while the other ink possesses negative 𝛼 and high
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Figure 3. Multimaterial 4D printed electrically controllable bilayers. a) Schematic of electrically controllable bilayer after printing (left), after curing at
250 °C and cooling down to room temperature with ΔT1 = −225 °C (middle), and after reversibly Joule heating to 160 °C with ΔT2 = 135 °C (right).
b) Optical images of electrically controllable actuation via Joule heating at different power levels (top) with corresponding thermal imaging showing
temperature field as function of Joule heating power (bottom). c) Measured (filled circles) and modeled (dotted line) response of temperature and strain
with respect to different power levels (error bars represent standard deviation of three tested samples). d) Measured (filled circles) and modeled (dotted
line) response of change in electrical resistance (ΔR/R0) and strain with respect to different power levels (error bars represent standard deviation of
three tested samples). e) Measured change in electrical resistance (ΔR/R0) as function of number of cycles (yellow—voltage on, black—voltage off).

𝜎 (1:0.2 + 15% v/v CF + 47% v/v CB) allowing us to use this
layer as a Joule heating element (Figure 3a). Due to the curing-
based permanent shrinkage, the curvature of the transformed
state (T = 25 °C) of the bilayers is slightly larger than the CTE
alone; hence the shrinkage generates a more pronounced cur-
vature response while still maintaining reversibility. When heat-
ing the conductive layer via Joule heating, the bilayer structure
exhibits a controllable, repeatable, and pronounced actuation re-
sponse by modulating the Joule heating power (Figure 3b, Meth-
ods Section, and Movie S1, Supporting Information). We actuate
the bilayer from room temperature at 0 W, up to 160 °C at 2.2 W.

To predict the behavior of these electrically controllable bilayers,
we develop an electro/thermal-mechanical model (Methods Sec-
tion, Supporting Information, Figure 3c,d). The measured sur-
face temperature, curvature, and change in electrical resistance
(R/Ro) as a function of the Joule heating power exhibits good
agreement with our model (Figure 3c,d). By examining R/Ro, we
can observe a one-to-one correlation between the average thermal
strain experienced throughout the bilayer (Equation (S16), Sup-
porting Information) and the change in the electrical resistance
during Joule heating (Figure 3d). Hence, changes in strain and
R/Ro can be directly programmed with power inputs, allowing
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Figure 4. Multimaterial 4D printed weightlifting robot. a) Schematic of the lifting robot after printing (left) and after curing at 250 °C and cooling down
to room temperature (ΔT1 = −225 °C). b) Photographs of lifting robot being actuated, lifting 313 times its own weight. Datum represents the bottom of
the stroke and the direction of positive work. c) Measured response of different lifting tests. d) Performance metrics of different 3D printed actuators,
where black are passive actuators and red are active actuators. e) Photographs of lifting robot being control via a Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID)
controller, where it was programed to achieve a targeted stroke based on the change in electrical resistance (ΔR/R0) (top). Measured response (solid
lines) of (ΔR/R0) and stroke (triangles) compared to the programed response (dotted lines) (bottom).

us to enable self-sensing capabilities (Methods Section, Support-
ing Information). Further, we characterize the sensitivity of our
device (Figure S10, Supporting Information), showing that it
achieves a high and repeatable sensitivity with a gauge factor
of 40.80 ± 0.82, which is significantly higher than commercially
available sensors and comparable to state of the art carbon-based
sensors.[55] Figure 3e shows the cycling heating response of our
bilayer up to 54% of the maximum tested actuation power. The
response is highly repeatable, with more than 20 000 actuation cy-
cles. Unlike other highly sensitive carbon-based sensors,[55] these
self-sensing bilayers exhibit no signal drift due to the immobile
carbon filler network, made possible by the stiff epoxy matrix.

2.5. Lifting Robot

To demonstrate the capabilities of these epoxy composites bi-
layers, we developed a morphable weightlifting robot using 4D
multi-material printing (Figure 4). We designed a structure that

is 3D printed flat (Figure 4a and Movie S2, Supporting Informa-
tion) and deploys to a self-standing table-like configuration af-
ter curing when cooled to room temperature (Figure 4a, Movie
S3, and Figure S11a, Supporting Information). This design pro-
vides the maximum actuation stroke, while maintaining high
stiffness (Figure S11b–d, Methods Section, Supporting Informa-
tion). We used the same two inks as the bilayers in Figure 3
and controlled the structures via Joule heating. The morphing
mechanism for the structure consists of multiple bilayers with
different functionalities denoted here “connectors” and “actua-
tors,” both of which are designed using Equation (1) (Methods
Section, Supporting Information). The connectors are designed
such that when cured and cooled to room temperature, they
curl out-plane forming a ring configuration, which was ≈70% of
a full circle (Figure S11a, Supporting Information). The actua-
tors were designed to bend in-plane (plane perpendicular to the
connectors); thus, these serve as vertical supports for the struc-
ture. The final design is composed of three connectors and four
actuators.

Adv. Mater. 2023, 2307858 © 2023 Wiley-VCH GmbH2307858 (7 of 14)
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Figure 4b illustrates how we evaluated the actuation perfor-
mance of this robot. The actuation cycle was generated by pro-
viding a constant power input (≈2 W) for ≈15 s (≈1 time con-
stant, see Methods Section, Supporting Information), followed
by a power cut-off and a cooldown interval of about 25 s (≈2 time
constant, see Methods Section, Supporting Information). Follow-
ing, we add external weights (combinations of glass slides and/or
calibrated weights) on top of the robot, with gradual increments,
to test the performance of the actuation cycle with variable loads
(Movie S3, Supporting Information). As for performance met-
rics, we track the specific work, lifted specific mass, and actua-
tion stroke. Figure 4c shows that our lifting robot yield maximum
specific work and stroke of 16.99 J kg−1 and 22.29%, respectively,
while lifting a maximum weight of 885.90 times its own weight.
This current design can maintain its targeted 20% stroke up to
470 times its own weight. After this point, the reversible stroke is
reduced by additional deflections on the actuator legs due to the
heavy loads. Unlike prior work, all these tests were performed on
a self-standing configuration, thus, the actuation nature of this
structure generated pushing forces rather than pulling forces,
which is difficult to achieve with soft materials.

Figure 4d shows the actuation stress and specific
mass for relevant prior work on 3D-printed responsive
actuators.[10,13,21,22,25,29,33,56,57] The various actuators are differen-
tiated based on how the stimulus for actuation is generated, via
change in environment conditions through additional compo-
nents (passive) (e.g., hot plates, ovens, external magnets, water
bath) or using internal stimuli (active) (e.g., voltage). Comparing
our robot with the highest performance passive 3D printable ac-
tuator, ours shows improvements of 24× and 1.24× on actuation
stress and specific mass, respectively. Similarly, comparing our
robot with the highest performance active 3D printable actuator,
ours shows improvements of 150× and 3.55× on actuation
stress and specific mass, respectively. Notably our results stand
out significantly with the highest actuation stress and specific
mass capacity amongst the active actuators, due to the intrinsic
electrical properties of our materials (Figure 4d, Tables S4 and
S5, and Methods Section, Supporting Information). Finally, com-
paring the performance of our robotic actuators to commercially
available ones, ours is the fifth-highest performing actuator (in
both actuation stress and specific lifted mass) out of nineteen
different types (Figure S12, Supporting Information).

Given that these actuators are highly responsive and possess
self-sensing capabilities (Figure 3), we explored regulating their
actuation response via closed-loop control (Figure 4e and Movie
S4, Supporting Information). Specifically, a PID control system
is programmed with a target ΔR/Ro that autoregulates the lift-
ing robot to reach different targets through time (Figure S11e,
Supporting Information), even with large external weight distur-
bances (Figure 4e). We designated a target square wave trajec-
tory with ΔR/Ro of 5% and 23%, corresponding to target strokes
of ≈3% and ≈20%, respectively, and periods of 50 s, which is
≈4.2 times that of the time constant for this system (Methods
Section, Supporting Information). The system rapidly adjusts
the power to achieve the target output, such that the ΔR/Ro re-
sponses lie within 4.79% and 0.77% overshoot and undershoot,
respectively. Notably, this robot can achieve targeted actuation
while experiencing disturbances more than 170 times its own
weight.

2.6. Stiff Shape-Shifting Lattices

To use our material palette for morphing planar structures into
complex target shapes, we arrange multiplexed pairs of bilayers
into a heterogenous lattice in which we have control of the initial
distance between nodes (L̃) and the number of cells (N) within the
lattice of the printed structures, and the initial sweep angle (𝜃i) of
every rib, which is considered an independent degree of freedom
and is indexed throughout the lattice to achieve targeted designs
(Figure S13, Supporting Information).[12] The linear growth fac-
tor (s) for these structures can be expressed as.[12]

si =
L
L̃

=
2sin

(
1
4
𝜃i

(
2 + L̃𝛿𝜅

sin(𝜃i∕2 )

))

2sin
(
𝜃i∕2

)
+ L̃𝛿𝜅

(2)

where L is the new distance between nodes due to 𝛿𝜅 (from
Equation (1)). Up to four different materials are used in the cross-
section, which allows us to program the intrinsic and extrinsic
curvatures of the resulting shapes.[12] We demonstrate the effi-
cacy of this approach for our new material system by printing
flat square lattices that morph into self-standing spherical caps
(Figures S14–S16, Supporting Information), saddles, and alter-
nating Gaussian and mean curvatures (Figure S17 and Meth-
ods Section, Supporting Information). A comprehensive char-
acterization of different targeted spherical caps is reported in
Table S6 (Supporting Information). Unlike prior work using soft
4D printed materials, these materials do not sag under their
own weight. We achieve large self-standing spherical caps of
≈200 mm width and ≈200 mm length, which is 11 times larger
in projected area than prior work (Figure S16, Supporting In-
formation). Based on preliminary calculations of scaling analy-
sis, we envision that our structures can be printed as large as
≈1000 mm × 1000 mm without reaching sagging, which would
be ≈3 orders of magnitude larger than prior work with soft 4D
printed materials (Methods Section, Supporting Information).

To show the capability of our approach to create shapes with
complex geometrical features and self-standing structures, we
printed a planar lattice that transform into a self-supported hu-
man face (Figure 5a and Figure S18, Supporting Information).
Similar to prior work, we choose to replicate C.F. Gauss face,[12]

starting with a 3D target surface mesh generated from a painting
of Gauss through a machine learning algorithm.[58] We confor-
mally projected the face to the plane and discretized the planar
projection using a lattice with L̃ = 10 mm and with the num-
ber of cells in the width (Nx) and length (Ny) of 17 and 26, re-
spectively (Movie S5, Supporting Information). The lattice dis-
cretization and associated inverse-design procedure follows the
approach detailed in ref.,[12] but using material properties from
our new heterogeneous polymer composites. We find among all
ribs the maximum and minimum required growth factors to be
s = 1.46 and s = 0.44, respectively. The largest growth factors are
required near the nose and the chin, where the target mesh has
the most substantial Gaussian curvature. To evaluate the accu-
racy of our printed face, we generated a 3D reconstruction of the
transformed face using laser-scanning techniques. By fitting the
scan data with our target mesh, we can compute the smallest dis-
tance from each point on the scanned face to the target shape.
Using this as an error metric, we normalize it as the error/L̃. The
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Figure 5. Integrated design and fabrication of a multifunctional 3D lattice structures. a) Inverse design highlights for 4D printing a flat lattice to shift
into the 3D likeness of Carl Friedrich Gauss (left). Photograph of lattice after transformation (Scale bar is 20 mm in length) (middle-top). 3D scan of the
printed face superimposed onto target shape with colors representing the normalize error (error/L̃) between the 4D printed shape and the target shape
(middle—bottom). Shades of green indicate regions where the 4D printed lattice lies below the target shape while red indicates regions where it lies

Adv. Mater. 2023, 2307858 © 2023 Wiley-VCH GmbH2307858 (9 of 14)
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distribution of the error/L̃ exhibits a 95% confidence interval
within ±0.519, which is ≈16% more accurate than prior work.[12]

Notably, we showed that we can maintain the high accuracy of
the 4D printing method while enhancing the mechanical behav-
ior of the transformed structures to enable big, stiff, and complex
self-standing shape-shifting structures.

2.7. Electrically Controlled Robotic Lattices

To further test the multifunctionality of our approach, we com-
bine the electrically responsive actuators (Figures 3 and 4) and 4D
printed lattices (Figure 5a and Figures S14–S16, Supporting In-
formation) to develop an electrically controlled robotic lattice ca-
pable of multiple modes of crawling locomotion (Figure 5b and
Figure S19, Supporting Information). We chose three different
materials, one non-conductive with high 𝛼 (1:1.8 + 24% v/v tr-
x + 8% v/v FS), and two with much lower values of 𝛼, one of
which is electrically conductive (1:0.2 + 15% v/v CFs + 47% v/v
CB) and the other is electrically insulative (1:0.2 + 15% v/v CFs).
Using these materials, we print a planar square lattice that de-
ploys to a spherical cap, containing conductive pathways within
the lattice to electrically activate sections of the structure (Movie
S6, Supporting Information). The structure is a flat square lat-
tice with L̃ = 15 mm and N = 6, with 𝜃i, programmed via stere-
ographic projection[12] to transform into a spherical cap with an
opening angle of 135°. This larger opening angle was selected to
maximize Gaussian curvature, which provides an enhanced me-
chanical advantage by achieving higher stiffness compared to pla-
nar structures.[59,60] The lattices possess four electrically isolated
conductive quadrants, which allow individual control of each sec-
tion of the morphing surface. To improve the actuation stroke, we
add simple bilayers to each corner of the lattice, referred to here
as “legs.” These legs function to lift and support the lattice body
and can be individually actuated. Finally, we print four Electro
Adhesive (EA) pads denoted here as “feet,” to enhance the adhe-
sion between the substrate and the locomotive lattice (Movie S7,
Supporting Information).[61,62]

Figure 5c shows two different gaits modes that we tested on
this robot. The first gait mode (Figure 5c top panel and Movie
S8, Supporting Information) consisted of using only the bilayer
legs of the robot as the actuators, while the second gait mode
(Figure 5c bottom panel and Movie S9, Supporting Informa-
tion) uses the combined stroke generated by the bilayer legs
and the lattice body. The actuation sequence for both gait modes
(Figure 5c) starts by activating the posterior EA feet to anchor
the device to the substrate (Figure 5c-i). Then, the anterior ac-
tuator legs are actuated at maximum power (2.64 W) for ≈10 s
(Figure 5c-ii, Supporting Information). While maintaining the
anterior feet and legs engaged, we activated the posterior legs at

75% of the maximum power and waited for ≈10 s (Figure 5c-iii);
this ensures that the forces generated by the actuator legs are
lower than the adhesive forces of the EA feet.[61] Then, we si-
multaneously disengage the posterior EA feet, engage the ante-
rior EA feet, cut off the power of anterior and posterior actuators
(Figure 5c-iv), and wait for ≈30 s (≈2 time constant, see Methods
Section, Supporting Information) until all parts of the robot cool
to room temperature, dragging its own body forward toward the
anchored anterior EA feet. Figure 5d shows the displacement of
the robotic lattice over time for the two types of gaits at a fixed spe-
cific payload (weight of payload over the weight of robot) of ≈50.
The resulting crawling speed of the combined mode (body+ legs)
is 1.90 times faster than the single actuation mode (legs only).
This improvement is attributed to the combined displacement
generated by the bilayer legs and the lattice body. Furthermore,
we evaluated the payload capacity with respect to crawling speed
for the faster gait strategy (legs+ body) (Figure 5e). We found that
carrying an external load up to 84 times its own weight onto the
lattice optimally enhances the crawling speed (Figure 5e), which
can be attributed to an increase in the adhesion force between
the substrate and the robot due to a higher normal force,[61] thus
reducing the slipping between the robot and the substrate. After
a specific load of 84, the speed gets reduced by ≈50%. This re-
duction can be attributed to been carrying loads that are higher
than the actuation stress capacity of the actuators (legs + body)
(Movie S9, Supporting Information), hence hindering the loco-
motion speed. Nonetheless, increasing the specific load further
demonstrates that the robot still achieves forward locomotion up
to a payload of 144 times its own weight.

3. Limitations and Future Work

While this work has presented tremendous contributions for
the development of new stiff, electrically controllable materials
suitable for DIW, several avenues for future research emerge
from this study to expand the utility of these materials. First, the
demonstrations in this work are currently limited to printing flat
thin sheets that deploy into pre-programmed 3D shapes. Printing
responsive volumes would allow us to achieve a higher level of re-
sulting complexity for a broader range of applications. This could
be achieved by employing new printing processes, such as em-
bedded 3D printing,[30] to our materials palette to achieve volu-
metric 4D printing via DIW. Second, our current stiff and respon-
sive materials are brittle (i.e., possess failure strains less than
≈1%) and exhibit relatively low toughness (K) (≈0.01–1 MJ m−3)
compared to existing 3D printed actuators (ranging from ≈0.05 to
≈9 MJ m−3, see Table S4, Supporting Information). We envision
future work to investigate strategies that improve these proper-
ties for our materials, while preserving their high stiffness. This

above the target (right). Distribution of error/L̃. b) Schematic of 4D printed robotic lattice with crawling capabilities (left). The body consists of a lattice
body structure, where the legs are bilayers, and the feet are electro adhesive (EA) pads. Isometric view photograph of 4D printed crawling robot (right).
c) Top view photographs of different crawling modes showing the actuation sequences. The first mode consists of only the legs been used to advance
the robot forward (top) and the second mode is the combination of the legs and body (bottom) (scale bars are 2 cm). i) The actuation sequence for both
gait modes starts by activating the posterior EA feet to anchor the device to the substrate. ii) Then the anterior actuator legs are actuated at maximum
power (2.64 W) for ≈10 s. iii) While maintaining the anterior actuator legs engaged, we activated the posterior actuators at 75 % of the maximum power
and wait for ≈10 s. iv) Then we simultaneously disengage the posterior EA feet, engage the anterior EA feet, and cut off power of anterior and posterior
actuators and wait for ≈30 s until it cools to room temperature, dragging its own body forward toward the anterior EA feet. d) Measured displacement
from crawling tests as a function of time. e) Measured speeds for the body and legs actuation mode with different specific payloads.
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endeavor would realize a new class of 4D printed materials that
are stiff, tough, and damage-tolerant.

4. Conclusion

We have developed new heterogeneous polymer composites for
4D printing with high stiffness, tunable coefficient of thermal
expansion (𝛼), and electrical conductivity (𝜎). We demonstrate
that printed bilayers of these materials exhibit programmable and
predictable thermal and mechanical responses, with high gauge
factor self-sensing while being actuated via Joule heating. These
materials enable the fabrication of a new type of stiff lifting ac-
tuators with highly repeatable self-sensing capabilities, which al-
lows the implementation of closed-loop control for modulated ac-
tuation, with specific load capacities up to 885.90 times its own
weight. This robot shows improvements of 150× and 3.55× on
actuation stress and specific mass, respectively, compared to ex-
isting 3D printed active actuators. Furthermore, comparing the
performance of our robotic actuator to 3D printed commercially
available actuators, ours is the fifth highest performance actua-
tor out of nineteen different types. We show that these materials
can be combined with multi-material 4D printing of lattice struc-
tures to develop large, stiff, and complex shape-shifting struc-
tures. Combining the multifunctionalities of these materials with
the morphing lattice approach, we develop a stiff, electrically con-
trollable shape-shifting robotic lattice with multiple crawling lo-
comotion modes. With further development, these materials can
be implemented into new composite structural designs to de-
velop stronger, autonomous morphing systems such as sensors,
actuators, antennas, and robots.

5. Experimental Section
Materials: All non-CNTs inks were created by mixing (DAC 150.1 FVX-

K, FlackTek, 60 s at 3500 rpm) appropriate amounts of base and cross-
linker of epoxy (SUP121 AO, Master Bond), prior mixing additional ingre-
dients. Using these mixtures, isotropic inks were obtained by only adding
fumed silica (Aerosil 150, Evonik), ranging from 6–9% v/v and mixing
(DAC 150.1 FVX-K, FlackTek) for 180 s at 3500 RPMs with cooling down
steps of 60 s, every 60 s. Surfactant (Triton x-100, Sigma Aldrich) inks were
created by mixing the different surfactant concentrations (20% v/v and
24% v/v) at 3500 RPM for 30 s (DAC 150.1 FVX-K, FlackTek), following by
the addition of fumed silica (Aerosil R 106, Evonik), ranging from 6–9% v/v
and mixing (DAC 150.1 FVX-K, FlackTek) for 90 s at 3500 RPMs with cool-
ing down steps of 30 s, every 30 s. Inks containing carbon fiber (K223HM,
Mitsubishi Chemical, diameter ≈11 μm, length ≈200 μm) were created by
mixing (DAC 150.1 FVX-K, FlackTek for 60 s at 3500 RPMs) fumed silica
(Aerosil 150, Evonik) ranging from 6–9% v/v, following by the addition of
the appropriate amount of CF (5–15% v/v) with the epoxy mixtures, and
mixing (DAC 150.1 FVX-K, FlackTek) for 180 s at 3500 RPMs with cooling
down steps of 60 s, every 60 s. For the CNTs inks, a premixture of CNTs
(NH2 functionalized multi-walled carbon nanotubes, Cheap Tubes, diame-
ter ≈20 nm, length ≈10 μm) with epoxy base was first made by adding ≈1–
2% v/v of CNTs to the base epoxy and ball milling (High energy ball mill
Emax, Retsch) for 8 h at 3200 RPMs, with a mass ratio of 3 to 1 between
mixing balls (stainless steel grinding balls, diameter ≈2 mm, Retsch) and
premixture, respectively. Mixed materials and mixing balls were separated
after mixing using a customized filtering procedure. The procedure con-
sisted of inserting stainless steel metal round filters (9317T136, McMas-
ter) placed at the bottom of a 20-cc syringe (7510A45, McMaster), followed
by adding the mixture of the base epoxy/CNTs and stainless-steel mixing

balls and extruding the material through the filter onto a 40 cc mixing cup
(DAC 150.1 FVX-K, FlackTek). All premixtures were stored in a freezer at
–40 °C. Inks containing CNTs inclusions were created by adding the ap-
propriated amounts of the premixture base with CNTs and cross-linker,
followed by the mixing (DAC 150.1 FVX-K, FlackTek) of the appropriate
amount of CFs for 180 s at 3500 RPMs with cooling down steps of 60 s,
every 60 s. Lastly, inks containing CB (Carbon black, acetylene, 100% com-
pressed, 99.9%, Thermo Scientific Chemicals) were created by adding the
proper amount of corresponding base (no CNTs or CNTs) to cross-linker,
following with the addition of corresponding CFs, and mixing (DAC 150.1
FVX-K, FlackTek) for 180 s at 3500 RPMs with cooling down steps of 60 s,
every 60 s. The pot life of all these epoxy composite inks is about 3 days,
thus, there is no concern that the rheology changes while making the inks.
All the inks were loaded into Luer-Lock syringes (3 or 10 cc, Nordson,
EFD), then centrifuged (300 s at 4000 RPMs) to remove air bubbles before
printing. A summary of ink formulations is listed in Table S2 (Supporting
Information).

Multimaterial 4D Printing: Inks were mounted in Luer-Lock syringes
(Norson, EFD), as stated in the Material Section. Each syringe was
mounted to one of the four independently controlled z-axes of a multi-
axis motion system (Aerotech Inc.), equipped with tapered nozzles rang-
ing from 200–410 μm inner diameter (Nordson, EFD). A custom solenoid
(VQD1151-5MO- M5, SMC Pneumatics) array was connected to a pres-
sure controller (Ultimus V, Nordson EFD), which serves to turn the pres-
sure to the syringes on or off. Solenoids were individually connected to
the syringes, allowing motion-synchronized individual on/off control for
the extrusion of each ink throughout the printing process. Custom, open-
source Python libraries (Mecode)[63] were used to define each ink’s print
path and coordinate printhead motion with ink extrusion. All samples
were printed onto Teflon-coated steel substrates. Extrusion printing pres-
sures (HPx High-Pressure Dispensing Tool, Nordson EFD) and speeds
ranged from 210–490 psi and 15–25 mm s−1, respectively. After print-
ing, all samples were cured in an oven (HeraTherm, Thermo Scientific)
at 250 °C for 120 min. The oven was preheated for ≈1.5 h to achieve
uniform heating of the entire oven volume at 250 °C. This preheating
method allows for the fastest heating rate, primarily facilitated by the
transfer of heat from the oven’s interior to the samples. As a result, this
strategy ensures that the heating rate significantly outpaces the curing
rate.

Thermal Expansion, Electrical, and Elastic Modulus Measurements:
Samples (8 mm long, 2 mm wide, and 2 mm tall) were printed to char-
acterize the CTE for each of the inks (Figure S5, Supporting Information),
following the standardized testing method ASTM E228-17.[64] Each sam-
ple was tested in a push-rod dilatometer (DiL, C-THERM) from room tem-
perature, up to 250 °C, with a heating rate of 10 °C min−1. The CTE was de-
termined by fitting the data with the linear relationship ϵthermal = 𝛼ΔT via
MATLAB’s “polyfit” function. The resulting thermal strain versus change
in temperature data is presented in Figure S5 (Supporting Information).
A summary of the resulting longitudinal CTE for each sample is given in
Figure 2c, with the error bars representing the 95% confidence interval of
the fits. A summary of the results for longitudinal and transverse CTE is
reported in Table S3. Samples (8 mm long, 2 mm wide, and 2 mm tall)
were printed to characterize 𝜎 for each of the conductive inks. Thin wires
were glued (38 awg) with commercially available silver epoxy (MG Chem-
icals 8331D) to the ends of each sample. Then a four-point method was
utilized to measure the electrical resistance across the width and length of
each sample. Three samples were tested per ink composition. The electri-
cal conductivity of each sample was determined using the following rela-
tion 𝜎 = A/LR, where A is the cross-sectional area of each sample, L is the
length of each sample, and R is the electrical resistance of each sample. A
summary of the resulting 𝜎 along the longitudinal for each sample is given
in Figure 2d, with the error bars representing the standard deviation on
the measurement. A summary of the 𝜎 along longitudinal and transverse
is presented in Table S3 (Supporting Information). Tensile test samples
(gauge length ≈9.50 mm, wide ≈3.20 mm, and thickness ≈1.60 mm) were
printed to characterize the elastic modulus of each ink, following standard-
ized methods ASTM D0638-14.[65] Each sample was tested under uniaxial
tension in a single-axis mechanical tester (Instron 5944 Micro-tester) at
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an engineering strain rate of 1.38 × 10−4 s−1 for engineering strains from
0 to 0.02 (Figure S3, Supporting Information). The resulting engineering
stress versus strain data are represented in Figure S3c (Supporting In-
formation). The elastic modulus (E) for each sample was determined by
fitting low strain data (0 ≤ ϵ ≤ 0.005)[66] to the linear relationship 𝜎 = Eϵ
via the “polyfit” function in MATLAB. A summary of the resulting longitu-
dinal E for each sample is given in Figure 2b, with error bars representing
the standard deviation of the measurements. Three samples were tested
per ink formulation. A summary of the strain to failure (ϵu), ultimate stress
(Su), and young modulus (E) for longitudinal and transverse samples are
reported in Table S3 (Supporting Information).

SEM Imaging: CTE samples were cryofractured to generate small frag-
ments for imaging. The imaging was focused on the fracture points, al-
lowing a clear image of the cross-section of the samples. Imaging was
performed using a Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscope (FE-
SEM) (Supra 40 VP, Zeiss). An Electron High Tension (EHT) voltage of
4k–5k V was used to get a clear contrast of the carbon fillers on the epoxy
matrix,[40,67] with a working distance ranging from 10.60 to 12.00 mm and
an aperture size of 30 μm.

Electrothermomechanical Characterization of Bilayers: Simple bilay-
ers constructs of low 𝛼–1:0.2 + 15% v/v CF + 47% v/v CB (print
speed = 20 mm s−1, extrusion pressure = 210 psi, nozzle size = 200 μm)
and high 𝛼–1:1.8 + 24% v/v tr-x + 8% v/v FS (print speed = 15 mm s−1,
extrusion pressure = 175 psi, nozzle size = 200 μm) were printed to test
electrothermomechanical responses and lifespan. These samples each
had printed width, length, and total thickness of ≈2 mm, ≈40 mm, and
≈0.8 mm, respectively. After printing, samples were cured in an oven
(HeraTherm, Thermo Scientific) for 120 min at 250 °C. Following this,
thin copper wires (awg 38) were glued with commercially available silver
epoxy (MG Chemicals 8331D), enabling a reliable interface with the test-
ing electronics. Following this, the electrothermomechanical response of
these via Joule heating was proceeded to test. The bilayers were electri-
cally connected to a power supply (E36233a, Keysight), where the volt-
age was limited at 30 V and the current from 5–105 mA was modulated
with increments of 14.3 mA, allowing 60 s on each step to reach a steady
state temperature. For the electrical response, the change in electrical re-
sistance was tracked by reading the current passing through and the volt-
age drop across the bilayer. Optical imaging was performed with a cali-
brated camera (D850, Nikon), to obtain side images of the curvature re-
sponse of the bilayers due to Joule heating. The curvature of each sam-
ple was extracted from each frame using Hough transform “imfindcir-
cles” on MATLAB, which fits a circle with 95% of confidence of interval
to the side view of a bilayer. Thermal imaging was carried out using an
IR camera (A600-Series, FLIR), and their temperature was extracted (Re-
searchIR, FLIR) using an emissivity of 0.95.[68] The thermal images in
Figure 3b correspond to the steady state point of actuation (≈60 s af-
ter actuation started). Cycling data was performed following a procedure
similar to the curvature characterization, only adjusting the power from
0 to 1.19 W (corresponding to 0–70 mA). Joule heating was active for
30 s (≈3 time constant, see Methods Section, Supporting Information)
at 1.19 W and then cut off power for 60 s (≈5 time constant, see Meth-
ods Section, Supporting Information) to allow cooldown to room temper-
ature. A similar optical image procedure was used to obtain side images,
where a custom Python script was developed to retrieve 20 images per
decade.

Electrothermomechanical Modeling of Bilayers: The model consisted
of 3 physical elements, convective cooling, electro-thermal behavior, and
thermo-mechanical response. For the convective cooling element, the as-
sumption of lumped system was made due to the small dimensions of
the samples (Biot number ≈ 0.01), which allows us to assume a uniform
temperature distribution across the body. Heat generation is given from
the core of the conductive filament due to Joule heating. Heat losses were
assumed to be by natural convection and Nusselt correlations for vertical
and horizontal plates were used accordingly.[68] For the electro-mechanical
element, the change in electrical resistance was described by combining
geometry and temperature change.[22] For the thermo-mechanical behav-
ior, the internal stress and strain generated by the change in temperature
was considered. The expression developed by Timoshenko for bi-metal

thermostats was used and the system was slightly adapted to account for
reversible and non-reversible change in length (Methods Section, Support-
ing Information).[12,53] Finally, the different elements were coupled into a
custom MATLAB script to calculate the combined response due to the
different phenomena (Methods Section, Supporting Information). The re-
sults of the model are shown in Figure 3c,d.

Lifting Robot Design: The lifting robot consisted of several bilayers de-
signed to deploy into a stable ring configuration (Figure 4). It was started
by designing the bilayers acting as the actuator legs to achieve the max-
imum actuation stroke while maintaining high structural stiffness. Two
different designs were considered for the bilayers that were used for the
legs. First, the legs were modeled as shape-shifting arcs where the stroke
was given by the change in chord length due to the change in the opening
angle. For the second consideration, the legs were modeled as a cantilever
beam in which the stroke was given by the change in tip deflection given by
internal stress due to a temperature change. For both, the possibility of ori-
enting the legs was considered with an angle (𝜃) with respect to the verti-
cal axis (Figure S11b, Supporting Information). The mechanical response
for the legs was modeled as the axial stiffness of a beam (K) (Methods
Section, Supporting Information). Figure S11c,d shows a summary of the
design results (Methods Section, Supporting Information). The change
in leg length (L) was studied within lower and upper bounds of 10 and
35 mm, respectively. A dimensionless variable for the designing angles
was used, where the ratio was given by the rotation angle with respect
to the vertical axis (𝜃) and the opening angle (𝜃p) of the bilayer (𝜃/𝜃p).
Following this, the bilayers used for the ring body (“connectors”) were de-
signed, which provide structural stability to the device. With Equation (1),
the curvature response was calculated for the deployed state (T = 25 °C).
These results were used to determine the opening angle for a given length
of the bilayer, and then the results for the leg designs were combined and
calculated that three connectors were needed to reach ≈70% of a circle
configuration in the deployed state, allowing to reach a structural stable
resting state due to the resulting axisymmetric structure. The lifting robot
was printed using a low 𝛼 – 1:0.2 + 15% v/v CF + 47% v/v CB (print
speed = 20 mm s−1, extrusion pressure = 105 psi, nozzle size = 410 μm)
and high 𝛼 – 1:1.8+ 24% v/v tr-x+ 8% v/v FS (print speed= 15 mm s−1, ex-
trusion pressure = 84 psi, nozzle size = 410 μm). The connectors’ length,
width, and total thickness were ≈35, ≈1.5, and ≈1.7 mm, respectively.
The legs length, total width, and thickness were ≈30, ≈0.9, and ≈0.9 mm,
respectively.

Lifting Robot Characterization: The legs were electrically insulated by
using a nonconductive ink (1:1.8 + 24% v/v tr-x + 8% v/v FS) as the in-
terface between the legs and the connectors. Pairs of thin copper wires
(awg 38) were glued with commercially available silver epoxy (MG Chem-
icals 8331D) to each leg, creating an electrical interface with the power
supply and the device. To characterize the electrothermomechanical re-
sponse, the legs were connected to a power supply (E36233a, Keysight),
where the voltage to 30 V was limited and the electrical current from 0 to
380 mA was modulated. A calibrated optical camera (D850, Nikon) was
used for imaging the front view of the test sample, to determine the verti-
cal displacement of the structures. The vertical displacement was extracted
from the images (MATLAB) and normalized by the cord length of the legs
to determine the vertical stroke. Structures were activated at maximum
stroke (≈2 W) for ≈15 s (≈1 time constant, see Methods Section, Support-
ing Information), followed by a cut off from power to cool down to room
temperature for 60 s (≈5 time constant, see Methods Section, Supporting
Information). A glass slide was placed on top of the robot structure, to
provide a platform to load the robot with external weight. Increments of
external weight ranging from 5–70 g (glass slides and calibrated weights)
were added onto the device to test the stroke performance over various
external payloads. External weights were normalized by the actuator mass
(≈80 mg total mass of 4 legs). A summary of the results from the charac-
terization is shown in Figure 4c.

Lifting Robot Closed Loop Control: Proportional, integral, derivative
(PID) closed loop control was implemented using a custom Python script,
to program electrical current and measure the voltage drop across the
lifting robot (E36233a, Keysight) (Figure S11e, Supporting Information).
Electrical current was limited from 10 to 380 mA to maintain a heat
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generation lower than T= 250 °C, to avoid thermal degradation. The target
ΔR/Ro was input in the control script, and the target L/Lo was estimated
given the target ΔR/Ro and the electro-thermal actuation characterization
(Figure 3). The sampling rate of the loop was set to be 1000 Hz, which is
four orders of magnitude faster than the thermal response of the lifting
robot (Methods Section, Supporting Information). PID gains were deter-
mined using the system identification toolbox (MATLAB). The PID gains
(Kp, Kd, and Ki) were found to be 0.008, 0.0005, and 0.0002, respectively.
Images used to measure response stroke were captured (Nikon D850) ev-
ery 1 s and analyzed using a custom image analysis script in MATLAB. Ex-
ternal weights were normalized by the actuator mass (≈80 mg total mass
of four legs).

Face Reconstruction and Error Analysis: To generate a 3D reconstruc-
tion of the experimentally transformed face, the lattice was placed onto
the print bed of the custom printer. Then a laser scanner (LJ-X8000A,
Keyence) was attached to an automated gantry (Aerotech Inc.). Through
a customized set of commands, the lattice was scanned, and the posi-
tion data of the gantry were synchronized with the laser scanner, result-
ing in the 3D reconstruction of the transformed face. Following this step,
the scanned data were imported into an open-source point cloud process-
ing software (CloudCompare). Here the point cloud was processed and
deionized by performing a density computation and discarding isolated
points. The target shape mesh was then imported into the same software,
scaled to its pre-computed physical size given the lattice dimensions and
the global scaling factor, and aligned the bounding boxes of the point cloud
with the scaled target mesh. To perform the distance computation, a finer
alignment of the point cloud was performed with the target mesh accord-
ing to the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm (translation and rota-
tion only). Then the closest distance was computed for each point in the
point cloud of the scanned face to the target mesh according to the built-
in routine of CloudCompare and the histogram data of this quantity were
exported.

Locomotive Lattice Design: Samples were prepared using one high
𝛼 ink (1:1.8 + 24% v/v tr-x + 8% v/v FS) (print speed = 15 mm s−1,
extrusion pressure = 175 psi, nozzle size = 200 μm) and two low 𝛼

inks where one was electrically insulated (1:0.2 + 15% v/v CF) (print
speed = 25 mm s−1, extrusion pressure = 210 psi, nozzle size = 200 μm)
and the other was electrically conductive (1:0.2 + 15% v/v CF + 47%
v/v CB) (print speed = 20 mm s−1, extrusion pressure = 210 psi, noz-
zle size = 200 μm), while both have similar 𝛼 and E (≈−3 ppm °C−1 and
≈33 GPa, respectively) to maintain thermal responsiveness. The body was
designed as a square flat lattice that deploys into a self-standing semi-
spherical cap with L̃ = 15 mm, N= 6, and opening angle of 135° (Methods
Section, Supporting Information). Electrically conductive pathways were
designed within the lattices to achieve individual control of the four differ-
ent sections of the body. Bilayers (printed width, length, and total thick-
ness of ≈1.6, ≈40, and ≈ 0.8 mm, respectively) that act as legs on each
corner are designed similar to the bilayers used as an actuator in Figures 3
and 4. EA pads (printed width, length, and total thickness of ≈10, ≈35, and
≈0.8 mm, respectively) were printed separately using an electrically insu-
lated ink (1:1.8 + 24% v/v tr-x + 8% v/v FS) and an electrically conductive
ink (1:0.2 + 15% v/v CF + 47% v/v CB). The devices were cured in an
oven (HeraTherm, Thermo Scientific) for 120 min at 250 °C. Copper wires
(30 awg) were glued to the electrodes of the EA pads using commercially
available silver epoxy. Similarly, copper wires (30 awg) were glued to the
legs and body of each section of the robot. Following, the same epoxy for-
mulation (1:0.2 base to cross-linker by weight with no fillers) was cast to
electrically insulate the EA pads from the legs and, at the same time, glued
the tip of the bilayer legs to the EA pads. The assembly of the EA pads and
body was cured in an oven (HeraTherm, Thermo Scientific) overnight at
150 °C.

The different sections of the locomotive lattice were controlled using
an array of four NPN power transistors (TIP102, STmicroelectronics), as
shown in Figure S19 (Supporting Information). The transistors were all
connected in parallel, with each transistor connected in series with a sec-
tion of the locomotive lattice and a power source (E36233a, Keysight), and
to a common ground. The sections were divided into combinations of bi-
layer leg + body and bilayer leg only, where the ground between the end of

the body section and the end of the leg was alternated, respectively (Figure
S19, Supporting Information). To actuate the target section of the lattice,
a 5 V signal was applied to the base connection of the transistor using
an Arduino Uno. The voltage supply was 17 V with a current of 600 mA.
The switch shown in Figure S18 (Supporting Information) represents the
manual switching of the sections of the locomotive lattice being actuated,
with one modality of actuation being only the legs, and another one being
the body and the legs together. An array of 4 high voltage DC to DC con-
verters (Q60-5, XP Power) were used for controlling the actuation of the
EA feet. The gain of the DC-to-DC converter was 1.2k from input voltage to
output voltage. The input voltage was 2.99 V, which translates to 3.59 kV,
just below the electric breakdown field of the epoxy.[36]

Locomotive Lattice Characterization: A calibrated camera (D850,
Nikon) was positioned to track a top view of the crawling motion. The
stage was a metal plate with a white coating to allow for higher contrast
between the background and the test samples. Electronics were placed on
a custom breadboard next to the stage, with sufficiently long wire length to
not affect the robot’s motion. An Arduino One was programmed with two
gait modes, which execute actuation when turned on. A calibrated ruler
was positioned inside the frame of the camera to track the displacement.
Displacement and time data were extracted from the images using a cus-
tom script (MATLAB). Hollow cylinder tapes were used as weights. These
were loaded onto the body, taking advantage of the dome-like structure so
that they do not fall while crawling. External weights were normalized by
the actuator mass (≈250 mg total mass of actuators (legs + body)).

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from
the author.
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